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1
In the summer of 1921, West Virginia went to war. Armed pickets patrolled the hills of
Logan County, shooting those who could not provide military passcodes.1 Military entrenchments
stocked with Thompson submachine guns guarded coal company towns throughout the region.2
While companies of US Army soldiers constructed posts on the mountains, bombing planes flew
overhead, conducting surveillance.3 Private planes, as well, flew over the combatants, dropping
gas bombs and improvised explosive devices.4 In what would become known as the Battle for
Blair Mountain, tens of thousands of West Virginia mine workers led an armed uprising against
the local coal companies and their private detectives, becoming the largest labor movement in
American history.
Though the Battle for Blair Mountain was only one of dozens of miner revolts in the “Coal
Wars” of the early 19th century, it is especially notable for the sheer number of those involved, the
violence of the uprising itself, and the awareness it raised for the miner’s labor movement. Two
groups of sources are especially valuable in understanding the Battle for Blair Mountain: First, a
series of interviews conducted for Even the Heavens Weep, a 1985 documentary on the “Coal
Wars”. The transcripts, available through the West Virginia State Archives, provide first-hand
accounts of the battle and discussions of its practical legacy. These oral histories from some of the
last living Americans to have experienced the battle have not been meaningfully included in the
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2
written historiography of the Battle for Blair Mountain. 5 This analysis aims to introduce their
voices to the historical record.
Second, the speeches and writings of two major labor leaders are used to help contextualize
the events of Blair Mountain within larger national and industrial trends: Samuel Gompers,
president of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and John Lewis, president of the United
Mine Workers of America (UMW). 6 By considering national leaders who aimed to influence
national and corporate policy and local participants whose goals reflect the lived experiences of
West Virginia miners, the Battle for Blair Mountain is understood as both part of a nationwide
decades-long struggle as well as a local event which reflects the specific challenges of Appalachian
miners.
It is most practical to begin an analysis of the Battle for Blair Mountain with labor
conditions after World War One. During the Great War, American war manufacturing industries
increased, including the coal industry, which helped fuel the vehicles that brought Yankee
doughboys across the Atlantic and onto European battlefields. This revenue growth increased
miner salaries; average hourly earnings of bituminous-coal miners leaped from $0.358 in 1914 to
$0.759 in 1919. 7 Miner’s unions grew during the war years, advocating for better working
conditions and higher wages. These unions helped reduce miner’s dependence on coal operators,
who commonly provided substandard houses in “company towns” and used “scrip”, a “form of
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company money that could be redeemed at the company store” but nowhere else. 8 As a local
farmer intoned, “If that union would to be broke, why… I’d think us poor fellows would have to
just work and do the best you could. Root hog or die for to make a living… and I think the bottom
would drop out of everything.”9
However, when the Great War formally concluded in 1918, demand for coal declined,
especially the “soft coal” which struggled to compete with oil in the domestic market. 10 John
Lewis, president of the UMW and former miner, argued that the coal operators’ continued
expansion in the face of declining demand was nothing more than an “orgy of speculative
investment in an over-done industry” which led to “self-inflicted losses.” 11 Because coal
companies were unwilling to stop post-war expansion, they turned to wage reduction to ensure
profitability. This, of course, led to conflict with coal unions like Lewis’ UMW. At the same time,
though, labor unions weakened nation-wide. During the war, union membership increased by
2,503,100 members, almost doubling in size. In the following three years, membership would
decline by 26%, atrophying 1,330,800 members.12
This challenge to unions was felt acutely by the UMW, formed in 1890 to strike for better
wages and conditions for coal miners. Though the UMW had been effective in expanding
membership into northern West Virginia, southern West Virginia remained difficult to unionize.
Mingo County, home of the state’s richest coalfield, was one such non-union county which the
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UMW hoped to add to their organization.13 Meanwhile, neighboring Logan County was “the base
of the mine operators’ power” and home to County Sheriff Don Chafin, who was paid by coal
operators to “protect them against the union and its organizers.”14 Chafin was infamous among
coal miners. One woman who experienced the battle as a child remembered, “I hardly drew a
breath while I was there in Logan town. It was just frightful to think that they were under… they
couldn’t unionize or do what they wanted to do. They had thugs, I think is what they called them
and people were just afraid to go.”15 Another shivered that Chafin “was a regular king in Logan
County. […] He’d give [local men] authority to carry a gun and put a tin badge on and tell them
to keep all the union organizers out of Logan County.”16 When the battle came, Chafin would lead
the coal operators’ private army.
The UMW attempted to unionize despite Chafin’s intimidation, which coal operators used
to justify violent crackdowns on mine laborers. Beginning in 1920, Mingo County miners were
forced to sign contracts asserting that they would not “assist or encourage in any way, the United
Mine Workers of America, The I. W. W., or any other labor union, organization or association.”17
These contracts were especially egregious to Samuel Gompers, president of the AFL, who
emphasized that such “blank contracts” could lead to discrimination against union members
nationwide. Speaking at the Industrial Conference in Washington, D.C., Gompers exclaimed,
“they are laying the basis for suits against these officers or these organizations should they attempt
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to organize any of those employees in any of the unions.”18 Gompers identified the threat clearly:
if “blank contracts” from West Virginia were not struck down as illegal, then they posed a threat
to labor unions everywhere.
The discrimination formalized in “blank contracts” was not new, however. Miners from
the period attested to violent attempts at preventing union membership. One miner remembered
that when his father delivered union messages to another miner’s home, deputies “knocked him
the head over here […] and shot at him, and they cut him, too.” 19 Miners who defied blank
contracts or refused to sign were fired, “driven like cattle from their homes, and their goods were
thrown out into the roads.” 20 In May 1920, attempts to evict miners would lead to the first
hostilities of the Battle for Blair Mountain.
Known as the “Matewan Massacre” or “The Battle of Matewan”, the affair was the clash
of miner-aligned law enforcement and operator-employed private detectives from the BaldwinFelts Agency in Matewan, West Virginia. It was well known that the Felts agents “brutally beat
union organizers as they were ordered”, and their presence in the town was not appreciated by the
violent chief of police Sid Hatfield. Decades after the Matewan Massacre, a local man remembered
fearing the Felts agents as a child: “They hated them. They hated one another. They were hired
killers and back in the country they didn’t take no stuff. Everybody loved to shoot then they liked
to shoot at them too.” 21 In front of the town hardware store, the agents and the police met,
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immediately arguing before gunfire broke out. 22 When the dust settled, 10 men were killed,
including Matewan mayor Cabell Testerman and head detective Albert Felts.
In the hugely popular trial which followed, Hatfield and his men were acquitted,
convincing miners “who had stood vigil” that armed resistance could work against the powerful
private agencies arrayed against them.23 National leaders touted the events as a response to the
illegal behavior of coal operators and called for government intervention on behalf of mining
communities. Samuel Gompers wrote to Senator William Kenyon “that the invasion of West
Virginia by an armed band of men in pay of absentee owners of West Virginia mining property
constitutes a suspension of the constitutional guarantees” of the United States.24 This rhetorical
approach – the emphasis of coal operators denying miners their civil liberties and ability to respond
through the legal system – would define Gompers’ and Lewis’ responses to the events which
followed.
Though the legal victory would boost morale for union organizers, hopes were dashed
when Sid Hatfield was assassinated by Felts agents on August 1, 1921.25 William Blizzard, son of
miner army leader Bill Blizzard, remembered that the “news went out to every hamlet and coal
camp and miners already furious could contain themselves no longer […] The miners began to
reach for their rifles, as they could see no possibility of help from any official source.”26 Miners
across West Virginia were ready to arm themselves and march to Mingo and Logan counties to
expand the union and fight back against operator aggression. Before they began their assembly in
southern West Virginia, UMW District 17 leaders Fred Mooney and Frank Keeney articulated
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seven demands, including the end of “discrimination against any employee belonging to a labor
Union,” the “establishment of an eight-hour day”, and other reforms related to the operation of
coal mines.27 These demands were ignored.
In the following weeks, thousands of armed miners would organize just outside of Logan
County, aiming to combat the armed guards of the coal operators, who utilized machine gun nests
to hold them back from the eponymous Blair Mountain.28 Travelling atop train cars, hundreds of
miners “sat down on the car and had their guns holding them in their laps and they was singing
that song going to hang Don Chafin on a sour apple tree.”29 On August 25th, largely under the
leadership of UMW subdistrict director Bill Blizzard, thousands of miners began their march into
Logan County. A transporter of food for the miner’s army felt that their goal was to organize
Mingo County “and after they organized Mingo I think they’d organize Logan.” 30 Another
fighter’s memories were rooted in the lived experience of miners in the region; when asked “Why
did you want to fight the operators,” Paul Maynard responded, “Cause they was kicking people
out of their homes.”31
The miner’s army was widely varied in terms of age and preparation for battle. One man,
recollecting his experience, remembered that “they were young and old and all nobody that could
handle a gun could be of any help to try and organize that’s who went along.” 32 Another man
involved in the march remembered the odd sight of “hundreds of people coming in[,] old men,
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young men, middle aged men, men with automatic the latest rifles that you could buy and men
with old muzzle loaders.”33 Local resident Maxey Mullins remembered “most of these miners – a
lot of them had went to service and brought back their guns with them,” including her neighbor
who “brought [his gun] home from service” and accidentally “shot hisself through the foot” before
he could join the battle.34
The miners placed armed patrols on roads and seized “passenger trains on the Chesapeake
& Ohio Railroad to transport reinforcements to their camps”, ultimately capturing multiple
machine gun nests and multiple Logan County deputies.35 One fighter remembered stealing “this
machine gun and 33,000 rounds of ammunition” from a “scab mine” and turning “it over to the
Blair Mountain people where they was fighting against Logan.” 36 Miners also used their
knowledge of the land, as one man remembered, “These fellows – I knowed two of the fellows
that led the gang – had knowed the woods just like a puzzle you know.”37 Local women served the
miners as well. Miner Paul Maynard remembered “they’d lie misinform on the people to these
thugs and anything. Hide the men from them.”38
Days later, Sheriff Chafin struck back by ordering planes supplied by the Coal Operators
Association to fly over marching miners, dropping improvised explosive devices and chemical
weapons.39 Obviously, this indicated technical superiority of Chafin’s forces. One account of the
battle noted that “of course seeing the airplane was excitement enought because most of us up here
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had never seen one.”40 Modern archeological studies further display how uneven the arming of the
two armies was, concluding that “the weapons used by the Logan defenders were coming from
more centralized sources, such as the state government, which could draw heavily on militarysurplus weapons”, whereas “the striking miners utilized a variety of weapons, many grabbing
whatever old hunting rifle they had available. This accounts for why the striking miners who
outnumbered the ad hoc army of defenders, were unsuccessful in taking the mountain.” 41 As
Chafin’s planes dropped bombs from above, miners positioned sharpshooters to snipe enemies
from the trees.42 The brutality of such a battle was clear to Paul Maynard, who declared, “We used
the same systems as you do in a war. It was a war.”43
Battle continued to rage for a week as state and federal officials determined how to end
what they described as a “civil insurrection.”44 To begin, government officials requested that John
Lewis and other UMW leaders end the violence. However, John Lewis deflected blame for the
march from his organization and instead redirected national attention on the government’s failure
to uphold order and contain coal operators’ private armies. Published in the New York Times,
Lewis claimed that “the United Mine Workers of America is in no degree responsible. The trouble
is directly traceable to the continued assaults and outrages perpetrated by the armed Baldwin-Felts
agents employed in such great numbers by the coal operators” and that “the lamentable breakdown
of the State Government of West Virginia with its consequent failure to give protection to its
citizens has indeed justified” his criticisms. Lewis crafted a specific narrative that pointed to coal
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operators and their private detectives as the instigators of violence, not the miners responding in
self-defense. Though he urged the miners to return home, Lewis argued that violence would only
end if West Virginia Governor E.F. Morgan would “compel the surrender of the Baldwin-Felts
army, with all its war munitions.”45 As local miners waged a military battle in the hills of West
Virginia, John Lewis waged a narrative battle in the popular newspapers of the day.
Ultimately, the government would take military action to compel both sides to lay down
arms. On August 30, President Warren G. Harding released a proclamation commanding an end
to the march and threatening the use of U.S. troops to end it by force: “I do hereby command all
persons engaged in said unlawful and insurrectionary proceedings to disperse and retire peaceably
to their respective abodes […] and hereafter abandon said combinations and submit themselves to
the laws and constituted authorities.” 46 Shortly after, Governor Morgan released a similar
proclamation: “Whereas, United States troops have, at my request, been ordered to this State for
the purpose of quelling an insurrection, the peace officers of this state are ordered to co-operate
with the United States troops to the end that there may be unity of action.” 47 It was clear to
government leaders that only a United States military presence would put an end to the battle.
To that end, over 4,000 United States Army soldiers were deployed to the area under the
command of World War One Veteran Brigadier General Harry Bandholtz, with the expectation
that the miner “invaders will quickly disperse and return to their homes.”48 Further, fifteen World
War One bombers were sent to fly overhead and gather intelligence on the movements of the
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armies of coal operators and miners.49 Unfortunately, while flying through a storm, Lieutenant
Harry L. Speck’s plane crashed, killing four of the five members on board – the only federal
casualties of the battle.50
With Army troops officially entering the area on September 3, large-scale fighting
concluded on September 5, 1921. It is likely that the presence of United States troops signaled to
marching miners that the government had heard their demands and was willing to establish
constitutional law in a seemingly lawless region. A driver for the miners argued that “my opinion
is [the miners] were glad to see it happen. […] There was a big lot a laughin and hollerin and a
hoopin and so on.”51 In theory, the arrival of United States soldiers meant the arrival of fair legal
proceedings – without them, miners “had no laws. For the company that was the law. They didn’t
get you a judge or a prosecuting attorney. You just done what they wanted you to do. […] Wasn’t
no freedom.”52 On a more tangible level, the miners probably felt that their limited resources and
mixed-quality weapons were no match for the high-grade weaponry of the coal operators’ private
armies, much less the strength of the United States military. However, modern historians believe
that the miner’s army “was on the brink of victory with operators desperately calling for federal
intervention.”53 One deputy sheriff and ex-prisoner of the miner’s army noted that “quite a number
of [the miners] were ex-soldiers,” hinting that perhaps the miners were unwilling to fire upon
fellow servicemembers.54 For example, Freeland Brown, a miner who joined the strike because
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“they needed our help,” borrowed a pistol his uncle had gotten during military service during
World War One.55 Regardless of the reason, miners ended their fighting as troops arrived.
As the miners returned to their homes across the region, they either turned in their weapons,
or, fearing that conflict had not truly ended, hid them throughout the creeks and hollows of the
mountains.56 One man, reflecting on his experience of the battle as a child, remembered that “they
guns were hid in trees [and] they were hid under leaves anything that they could dispose of.” 57
Another recalled that “during the next month or two there was maybe a hundred or two hundred
guns found out in the woods hid under a log or under a pile of leaves and so on.”58 By October
1921, the Battle for Blair Mountain was over, leaving the wilderness of Logan and Mingo counties
scattered with bullets, hidden weapons, and dozens of men killed and wounded.59
Determinations of what the battle had accomplished began with national leaders
articulating what was needed for long-standing change. Samuel Gompers focused on private
companies being more powerful than the government and thus unimpeded from trampling
worker’s rights. In the aftermath of the battle, he argued that “West Virginia officials, servile and
supine, abdicated and gave way to the corporations. [The officials] disgraced the state, flaunted
democracy and made the administration of civil law in an orderly, constitutional manner a
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remembrance of the past.” For Gompers, the battle would be worth it only if “the deep causes of
the resentment and protest” were removed.60
Ultimately, these deep causes were never addressed by any level of government. Though
no miner was ever indicted for fighting at Blair Mountain, Don Chafin and his men were never
even charged. And while “the union workers who fought on Blair Mountain believed they had
achieved a political victory in their long struggle,” no federal or state action was taken to ensure
that mine conditions, wages, or legal procedures would improve.61 It is likely that the Harding
administration’s failure to meaningfully address or even investigate the “civil insurrection” at Blair
Mountain was because of “close ties between West Virginia coal operators and Republican office
holders.” 62 Thus, the Battle for Blair Mountain did not lead to any significant change in
government policy.
Neither would the coal companies consider UMW demands after the battle, as evidenced
by “the definite refusal of the mine operators to deal with the United Mine Workers” in October
1921.63 To make matters worse, the post-war economic factors which had reduced the value of
soft coal in the face of oil and gas industries continued to threaten the coal industry nationwide.
The UMW’s failure to achieve much of anything beyond national attention during the battle
accelerated existing trends of union shrinkage. Within the region, “membership tumbled from
50,000 to a few hundred while nationally the UMW’s membership declined from about 600,000
to fewer than 100,000 by the end of the decade.” Likewise, Samuel Gomper’s AFL saw 25% of
its total membership fade away.64 It would not be until President Franklin Roosevelt’s “New Deal”
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agenda that meaningful reform to mine labor was meaningfully reformed and the UMW, under
John Lewis’ leadership, would rise to strength once again.
For those who fought it, the legacy of the battle amounted to little. One man from the area
remembered, “it wasn’t very much said about it after the[y] had those trials but they amounted to
nothing and they were not held here so really much wasn’t said about em in Logan.” 65 Another,
Chris Holt, felt that while the union lost in the short term, they benefitted overall: “And after that
mine wars so called mine war the union got disrupt and the union was disband. […] We lost from
this section. On the other hand I think maybe I think the publicity and the plight of the miners in
the non-union sections I think that ought to have been worth something.”66
Holt’s point is perhaps the most accurate assessment of the battle’s legacy. It correctly
reflects the weakening of the mine unions, but also points to a growing public awareness of the
struggles of American miners. In his discussion of the battle, John Lewis noted that the events in
Logan and Mingo County were “typical of the extreme inaccessibility and isolation of these mining
villages. Added to all the squalor elsewhere, is the loneliness and sense of helpless subjection to
the great corporate powers which have fastened their grip on these little valleys and gorges,
threaded by little railroads that the average American never sees.”67 That newspapers covered the
events of Blair Mountain so heavily certainly brought attention to the tense situation in mining
country. Documentary photographers like Lewis Hines and Doris Ulmann brought images of
Appalachia and miners to the American public, who for the first time could see and empathize
with Lewis’ isolated villagers.68 As Americans became more aware of the issues facing mining
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communities, President Roosevelt was able to pass the National Industrial Recovery Act which
reinvigorated the labor movement in decades to come.69 As one popular song, introduced before
John Lewis’ speech at a 1935 Labor Day Celebration rhymed, “President Roosevelt is a friend to
the laborin’ men // Gives us the right to organize an’ be real union men.”70
Thus, the Battle for Blair Mountain was the product of long-term maltreatment of mine
laborers across the nation. Labor unions like the AFL and the UMW, in their fight against coal
operators and industrial giants, pushed as hard as they could within the anti-union environment of
the postwar era. When individuals, responding to personal injustices because of their union
involvement, felt that there was no longer any protection or recourse under the law, they took
matters into their own hands and began an armed rebellion that forced coal companies, local
leaders, and even the President of the United States of America to respond. In doing so, they failed
to immediately resolve the economic and social issues which led to the battle. However, the
national attention which the struggle garnered would pay dividends in the decades to come, as the
American public finally understood and began to rectify the horrors experienced by the miners of
Mingo and Logan counties. By using the voices of both national labor leaders and the forgotten
Appalachians who experienced the fighting firsthand, the necessity, challenge, and legacy of the
Battle for Blair Mountain is more fully revealed.

coal-mines-gallery. On Doris Ulmann, consult Melissa McEuen, “Documentarian with Props: Doris
Ulmann’s Vision of an Ideal America,” in Seeing America: Women Photographers Between the Wars
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2000).
69
Though Roosevelt’s New Deal legislation would improve the working conditions of miners and spark a
new growth in miner’s unions, the relationship between Roosevelt and Lewis was often antagonistic.
Lewis could aptly be described as a thorn in Roosevelt’s side throughout his presidency, most notably for
his anti-war rhetoric and strikes during World War Two, as documented in Melvyn Dubofsky, “John L.
Lewis and American Isolationism,” in Three Faces of Midwestern Isolationism, ed. John Schacht (Iowa
City: The Center for the Study of the Recent History of the United States, 1981).
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